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STRESZCZENIE
Badanie przedstawia znaczenie i wartość rysunku detali architektonicznych (głowic w klasycznych porządkach architektonicznych) w procesie studiowania architektury. Opisuje kolejne etapy rysowania główic, przedstawia graficzne schematy ich konstrukcji i podkreśla kluczowe cechy modelowania główic w porządkach klasycznych: doryckim, jońskim, korynckim, toskańskim i kompozytowym. Słowa kluczowe: dekoracja, detal architektoniczny, głowice: dorycka, jońska, koryncka, toskańska, kompozytowa, perspektywa, porządek architektoniczny, rysunek.

ABSTRACT
The research outlines the importance and value of drawing architectural details (capitals of classical orders) during the process of studying architecture. It describes the successive stages of drawing capitals, provides graphical schemes of their construction and emphasizes the key features of modeling capitals of Tuscan, Doric, Ionic, Corinthian and Composite orders.
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INTRODUCTION

The classic way of studying and researching the best samples of the Ukrainian architecture by drawing architectural details and small forms was established at the Department of History of Architecture at Lviv Polytechnic by Yulian Zakharevych, back in 1880–85. This tradition of academic drawing continues up to this day at the Department of Design and Architecture Basics. Drawing both separate capitals and their involvement in still nature settings helps students to get acquainted with classical architectural forms during the I–III years and is essentially important at the initial stage of students’ learning. In such a way students learn classical fragments of buildings, architectural orders, outstanding works of international and domestic architecture. The study of monuments occurs as well in the process of drawing expressive nature sketches of historic buildings by using various techniques and means of architectural graphics, subsequently leading to high-quality sketches, restoration and tonnage drawings etc.

Acquiring the skills of drawing architectural details of classical orders is very important at the initial stage of training architects, as these skills are organically and systematically related to such majors as architectural design, architectural graphics, architectural composition and provide the formation of three-dimensional thinking, artistic taste and observation, learning by drawing and memorizing classical forms of architecture. Drawing promotes creativity skills of architects in their further education and professional activity.

The main objectives of drawing capitals of architectural orders are to transfer onto the paper surface three-dimensional shapes of plaster models of capitals using the method of linear perspective and visual perception, by using pencil graphics; to analyze volume patterns by partitioning it, using auxiliary lines as simple, clear volume connectors; to ensure the unity of the parts and the whole, using light and shadow tones to identify local character and form of nature, its design and proportions.

Fig. 1. Architectural orders by Vitruvij. Source: [45]

The role of freehand drawing in the architect’s training and his or her later professional career is important [1–47]. Since 18th century, teaching freehand drawing has been a principal element of architectural curricula in architecture schools, at academies of fine arts and at technical universities. Nowadays many distinguished architects stress
the immense role of freehand drawing as a basic instrument of recording creative thought. The fact that drawing was used as the main teaching method of architectural profession in the formation architectural education in Europe. Drawing was one of the main forms of learning in the Schools of Architecture, Academies of Fine Arts, and polytechnic institutes. Recently, due to realization that computer technology power is somewhat overrated, there is a trend in many universities to return to hand drawing teaching.

The purpose of this publication – is to highlight the sequence of stages of implementation Figure capitals, clean graphics circuit construction, pointing out stylistic, compositional and structural features of the solution, modeling forms capitals classic Tuscan, Doric, Ionic and Corinthian.

BASIC THEORY PART

In Renaissance time the drawing was used to refine creative ideas. Painting, sculpture, and architecture were commonly termed as arti del disegno, which means art of drawings. Italian word disegno meant an idea or a concept, and also a drawing. All art critics of these times agreed that drawing is an integral part of a successful work. Michelangelo had reportedly said: being able to draw is the source and essence of the painting, sculpture and architecture, and all representations that we can sense.

Throughout much of history, drawing was regarded as the foundation for artistic practise. Historically, architects have made record drawings in order to understand and emulate the great architecture known to them. In the Renaissance, architects from all over Europe studied and recorded the remains of the Roman and Greek civilizations, and used these influences to develop the architecture of the period. Records are made both individually, for local purposes, and on a large scale for publication. Following the widespread availability of paper in the 14th century, the use of drawing in the arts increased. At this point, drawing was commonly used as a tool for thought and investigation, acting as a study medium whilst artists were preparing for their final pieces of work. In a period of artistic flourish, the Renaissance brought about drawings exhibiting realistic representational qualities, where there was a lot of influence from geometry and philosophy. These are
the historic surveys are very useful: illustrations of architectural orders to architectural treatises by M.P. Vitruvius, L.B. Alberti, S. Serlio, J.B. Vignola, A. Palladio, V. Scamozzi and H. Blum (fig. 1–16). **The notable draftsmen** of Renaissance used methods of linear perspective in their work. Some of them also depicted architectural elements in perspective. Since the 14th century, each century has produced artists who have created great drawings. Notable draftsmen of the 14th, 15th and 16th centuries include Leonardo da Vinci, Albrecht Dürer, Michelangelo and Raphael.

**Materials.** The medium is the means by which ink, pigment or color are delivered onto the drawing surface. Most drawing media are either dry (e.g. graphite, charcoal, pastels, Conté, silverpoint), or use a fluid solvent or carrier (marker, pen and ink). Watercolor pencils can be used dry like ordinary pencils, then moistened with a wet brush to get various painterly effects. Very rarely, artists have drawn with (usually decoded) invisible ink. Metalpoint drawing usually employs either of two metals: silver or lead. More rarely used are gold, platinum, copper, brass, bronze, and tinpoint.

---

**Fig. 3.** Doric order by Vitruvij, Serlio, Vignla. Source: [27, 44, 45]

**Fig. 4.** Doric order by Palladio, Scamozzi. Source: [19, 26]
In Renaissance architectural treatises the drawing were strokes used to control the appearance of the image. Pen and ink drawings often use **hatching**, which consists of groups of parallel lines. Cross-hatching uses hatching in two or more different directions to create a darker tone. Broken hatching, or lines with intermittent breaks, can be used to form lighter tones, and by controlling the density of the breaks a gradation of tone can be achieved. **Stippling**, uses dots to produce tone, **texture** or shade. Different textures can be achieved depending on the method used to build tone.

**Shading** is the technique of varying the tonal values on the paper to represent the shade of the material as well as the placement of the shadows. Careful attention to reflected light, shadows and highlights can result in a very realistic rendition of the image.

Shading techniques that also introduce texture to the drawing include hatching and stippling. There are a number of other methods for producing texture in the picture: in addition to choosing a suitable paper, the type of drawing material and the drawing technique will result in different textures. Texture can be made to appear more realistic when it is drawn next to a contrasting texture; a coarse texture will be more obvious when placed next to a smoothly blended area. A similar effect can be achieved by drawing different tones close together; a light edge next to a dark background will stand out to the eye, and almost appear to float above the surface.

The invention of the first widely available form of photography led to a shift in the use of drawing in the arts. Photography took over from drawing as a more superior method for accurately representing the visual world. Following the invention of photography, artists began to abandon traditional drawing practices.
The development of the computer had a major impact on the methods used to design and create technical drawings making manual drawing almost obsolete, and opening up new possibilities of form using organic shapes and complex geometry. Today the vast majority of drawings are created using CAD software.

**Sketch.** However, popular are sketches. Sketch is a quick, unrefined drawing and it’s a rapidly executed freehand drawing, a quick way to record and develop an idea, not intended as a finished work. Initial thoughts are important, even if they have to be discarded along the way, because they provide the central idea around which the design can develop. Although a sketch is inaccurate, it is disposable and allows for freedom of thought, for trying different ideas quickly. Choice becomes sharply reduced once the design is committed to a scale drawing, and the sketch stage is almost always essential. In a sketch or outline drawing, the lines drawn often follow the contour of the subject being drawn, creating depth by looking like shadows cast from a light in the artist’s position. Sometimes the artist will want to leave a section of the image untouched while filling in the remainder of the picture.

The variety of capitals makes these parts of classical orders the best educational model for drawing. The capital is the top of a column, which shows how the load is transferred from the beam to the column. This architectural element of an order is the universal language of architecture, one of the most amazing inventions of mankind. It is so universal that it has been used in architecture for nearly three thousand years.
The system of orders was established in ancient times and was widespread in the global architectural practice, expressing the specificity of post and lintel system and most fully revealing its artistic and constructive nature. During this time, the image of capitals has transformed many times, but the original semantic meaning of the elements has remained unchanged. However, the role of detail is not sustainable even in the monostylistic domestic architecture. The decoration of individual elements is changing, but the essence, simple geometric volumes, remains constant.

Experience has shown that students can often make a mistake when drawing a capital from nature by measuring proportions and describing details. To avoid it, one can first draw the frontal projection (facade) of the capital, and then, through constructing ellipses, build the volume. In addition, it is very important to understand the structural model, its spatial organization, geometric patterns and external plastic construction, its functions. It is essential to see and understand such features of form as geometric base, structural and plastic relationship of elements in general.

The stages of drawing capitals include: composition of picture position; identification of the main dimensions of the parts of the capital (vertical and horizontal directions); determination of the exact proportions; identification of the horizon line, the areas of the sides of a square plinth of an abacus; based on frontal projection, depiction of ellipses on the horizontal axes corresponding to the main segmentation of capitals; drawing the top ellipse of the echinus, drawing the ellipse of the echinus around the square of the abacus; drawing details of columns, analysis of their geometry of their own and falling shadows in accordance with the perspective; identification of the main tonal relationships (identifying forms of capitals by means of light and shade, using the knowledge of the nature of light and shade on simple geometric forms) detailed study of chiaroscuro relations (tone, semitone, reflexes), detection of midtones and reflexes; revealing reflections; harmonious combination and subordination of all tonal relationships, using the tools of pencil graphics.

To illustrate the features of the shape of capitals, it is important to consider options for changing perspective regarding the horizon and abacus angle by rules of linear perspective: a) view when viewer is placed at the lowest point (called the frog perspective); b) view from the point of the horizon; c) the view above the horizon (bird's eye view).

**Drawing of Tuscan and Doric Capitals.** The Tuscan capital consists of three main parts: a cylindrical barrel – a neckplate covered with a square on the top, an abacus (located symmetrically in the center on the top of the cylinder), an echinus – a convex molding, which has a cross section in the form of an ellipse and forms a transition between the curved shaft and the flat square abacus.
The abacus is a square plate with the top of an ogee molding with curved edges. The echinus, in turn, is supported by the shelf from the bottom. The transition from the echinus to the shaft can be carried out using the right angle or curved molding. The astragalus is a body formed by the movement of the ball in a circle at some distance from the cylinder surface and adjacent to the bottom shelf. Typically, the size of the abacus, the echinus and the neck in height is approximately equal.

Drawing capitals can be started from square plates of the abacus or the circle of the echinus top basis. The main thing is to build a combination of these two elements: inscribed in a square circle (in perspective), and regardless of the position of plate angles, the ellipse must be built strictly in a horizontal position using the rule of foreshortening. The middle of each side of the square plate must be confirmed with the convexity of the ellipse. It is unacceptable to try to fit the shape of an ellipse to the wrongly built square, which will lead to significant distortions of the entire image.

After finishing the construction of the abacus, we begin building a shaft. Our drawing should be based on the laws of linear perspective. If the capital is located highly above the horizon, there will be wider ellipses, circles that are closer to the horizon line will be projected in line and so on. It is also important to draw not only visible but also invisible elements of capitals, which helps to show the image volume and the construction of capitals.
Correlating the whole and partial proportions, it is important to refine their location based
on logic constructive structure of elements and their parts. While working on a drawing, it
is important to come closer to the depicted model to study the shape of parts, which helps
to clarify the picture.

While drawing the pilaster capitals (half-forms), it is necessary to build the image of the
whole form of the capital, not just its visible part, then determine half of the capital and
separate the halves of the elipses due to perspective rules. After checking and making
additional refinements, the unnecessary half can be weaken slightly, but do not get rid of
it immediately.

Particular attention should be paid to the proportions, perspective, character, three-
dimensional shape and the overall tone of the picture. After clarifying the construction and
correcting errors, detect the volumetric form using light and shade. Firstly, identify the
boundaries of their own and falling shadows, then put on light tone of gray areas, fol-
lowed by the study of light and shade across the image and around it, gradually complet-
ing the picture.

**Drawing of Doric Capitals.** Harmony and conciseness, unity of shapes and constructive
solutions make the Doric capital essential for the study by architecture students. The
Doric capital is very similar to the Tuscan one, also containing such main elements as an
echinus, an abacus and a neck, but differs in some decoration and molding. The shaft of
the column contains twenty vertical flutes, to each of them correspond the ionics on the
echinus of the capital and elongated element in the shaft. The Doric capital has some
decorations, while the Tuscan one is plain, without decoration (fig. 17–18).

Considering the proportional features of the Doric capital and the choice of view point in
academic settings, the capital is placed above the horizon. It is necessary to define the
horizon line and points of foreshortening of capital lines and to determine all the features
of proportional parts. To facilitate the construction of the geometrical perspective, all the
invisible lines of the capital are also built of fine lines and remain visible to ease the com-
prehension of the capital’s perspective in the process. At the final stage, volume and lin-
ear perspective are increased by gradation of the line width: visible lines and lines of the
first plan are more active, contrast and thicker; lines on remote plans – less active; invisi-
ble lines - thin and weak. Volume of the capital is expressed by tonal means: the direction
of light falling on the detail, its own and falling shades (shade from the abacus to the ech-
inus, etc.) are determined.

Tonal processing of the Doric capital is quite similar to the Tuscan one. It is particularly
important to be able to allocate the most contrast places, to make softer and tone down
less contrast places. It is also necessary to choose the main direction of light – left or
right from the capital. Front lighting visually makes form flat, indistinct, because beginners
often depict shadows on the form, not the form itself. With properly selected light source,
it is easier to determine the overall tonal scope of the drawing, recalling the principles of
tonal shaping of simple forms: cylinder, cone, sphere, cube, and based on them – small
parts such as ionics (convex ovoid shape spherical forms), beads (cylinders), flutes
(hemispherical concave grooves). With the top lighting the shades will be the darkest;
shadows on a plane inclined inward (the echinus of the capital) – lighter; shades on verti-
cal planes (barrel capitals) – the lightest.

Drawing of Ionic capitals. The Ionic capital consists of three main elements - a barrel of a
column (cylinder), an abacus (thickened square plate) and an echinus adhering to it (qu-
aternary shaft). A distinctive feature of the Ionic capital is that two sides have one charac-
ter of processing, the other two – another one.

Key elements of the Doric capital, such as an abacus, an echinus and an astragal also
form the basis of the Ionic capital, but the shelf of its abacus seems to be stretched and
wrapped in the spirals of the volutes. The ovolo molding of the echinus, treated with ioni-
ics, is partially closed by curls of volutes, and the junction of the echinus to the curls of
voluttes – by petals (palmetto). The spiral of the volute has three turns and comes to the center in the form of a small concave circle. The scrolls of balustrades on the side façade look as if they were tightened in the middle with a belt.

The barrel of the Ionic order column is usually treated with flutes, which are deeper than the Doric and separated from each other with stripes. The abacus has the shelf supported by rings. The abacus with volutes is raised above the echinus, which extends from the front edge of the abacus, because it has a larger diameter than the length of the shelf of the abacus. Such construction is also an important feature of the Ionic capital compared with the construction of the Tuscan and Doric ones, and therefore there is greater difficulty in its drawing. The Ionic capitals also differ from the Doric by more intensive decoration of the surface with additional elements – ionics and volutes. This actually complicates the task of drawing capitals, because the decorative elements distract and interfere with the view of the main structural nature, which does not differ from the Doric one.

To draw the Ionic capital correctly, it is important to understand design patterns of building decorative details in relation to the constructive basis of the capital – a square base with a cylinder abacus string. If you mentally remove the parts, what remains is the con-
The structural basis of the Doric capital: the trunk of the column and the abacus with the ovolo molding. This method gives a clear understanding of the fundamental design of capitals. Further details are specified later. Drawing the Ionic capital does not differ fundamentally from drawing the Doric or Tuscan ones. Firstly, we sketch the bulk of the capital on the center line: the cylinder of the barrel and the abacus with volutes. The volutes can be represented collectively, being inscribed in a box, which height is equal to the height of volutes and seems to be threaded onto the shaft of the capital. On the front side (the long side of the parallelepiped), the size of volutes in width (it is smaller than the size in height) and the distance between them (it is about one and a half times the width of the volutes) are planned. Then, it is necessary to find the height of the echinus with the molding and the shelf underneath and identify the height of the abacus.

The next step is to draw boxes reserved for the volutes, and inscribe the spirals of the volutes with foreshortening. It is important to remember that scrolls of balustres on the side facade of the capital are shaped as a tubular cylinder and the thickness of the rim of volutes should be shown as the part of the cylinder for proper drawing of connections between external and internal contours. In addition, it is important to show the foreshortening of two cylinders, in which balustres are inscribed. There is another important point. To properly draw the foreshortening of the visible part of the echinus between the volutes, it is necessary to identify its full form (as in the Tuscan and Doric capitals) on the symmetry axis of the trunk, and then start laying out axes of ionics. It is important to remember the following provisions of proportions of certain parts of the form (at three times or normal distance) - they remain approximately in the same proportions as that they are in the frontal location. The ionics has an ovoid shape with a cut-off top, framed by stylized leaves and separated by arrows. Then draw the contours of details of the ornament, specifying their proportions in accordance with the perspective, bringing the drawing to the stage of chiaroscuro study (fig. 19–20).

Concerning the proportions of the Ionic capital, its height is 2/3 module due to the absence of a necking. Its most difficult part is the volute. The abacus of the Ionic capital contains a thin plate, which has the ogee molding of the Greek orders, or the astragalus of the Romans. Its edges are moved from the axis of the column for one module. From the bottom of the echinus draw vertical lines, which will record the centers (eyes) of the volutes in relation to the axis of the column. The distance from the bottom of the abacus to the eyes is 1/2 module or 9 parts (Module of the Ionic order has 18 parts). The bottom of the echinus is located on the distance of 2/3 of the module from the abacus, and its height is 1/3 module. The space between the abacus and the echinus is formed by balustres. The eyes of volutes fix the position of the axes of balustres.

After making this construction, we can draw volutes. Volutes are spirals that start spinning from the eyes. Therefore, the outline of its outer surface will be formed by different distances from the center. The distance from highest point to the center is 9 parts, the distance from the outer point to the center is 8 parts.

In the construction of the half of the Ionic capital (pilaster capital), it is important to begin with the depiction of the contours of the whole shape, and then draw a symmetrical vertical cross-section, leaving the main half for further continuation of the work, and the supporting one - for further clarification of the main.

Drawing of Corinthian capitals. It is important to stress attention on the basic shape of the capital, to generalize and reject random elements, to combine the parts with the whole construction. The height of the Corinthian capital is equal to 2 1/3 module. 1/3 of the module is the abacus. The diagonal of the abacus is 4 modules.

Four sides of the abacus are concaved in the middle. The abacus is supported by curls similar to volutes. The smaller curls are located in the circle of the abacus. Under the curls, there are two rows of leaves. The bottom row of leaves is twice at height, and their axes are located between the axes of the bottom row (fig. 21).
It is necessary to define the order of rows of acanthus leaves, volutes and various curls. In drawing decoratively rich capitals, it is important to understand their structural nature, base and parts of the general form. It is usually an inverted cutted cone or four-sided pyramid. Its top element, the abacus is the plate of a tricky configuration, which has a square form. This is clearly noticeable when considering the plate from the top, when all rough edges are equally distant from the center. To draw such capital, we should try to understand its construction features (fig. 22).

Therefore, the construction should be started from the halfway line – the axis of symmetry, as in constructing the Doric and Ionic capitals. In the construction of densely decorated capitals, it is important to understand the structural basis of the capital, which creates the full form.

**CONCLUSIONS**

1. The research emphasizes the importance and value of studying capitals of classical architectural orders by drawing, which allows students to meaningfully analyze architectural forms, volume and space at the early stages of architectural activity. Therefore, it is important to learn to consciously see the constructive and geometrical base, three-dimensional shape, logically analyze and correctly represent them on the paper surface by using various graphical tools and techniques, with the knowledge of the rules of linear perspective, to be able to keep in unity the internal and external volume of forms.

2. In this article, the constructive forms of capitals have been analyzed; the simple geometrical components and volumes of the shape have been determined; the methods of constructing capitals – from the total, common form to specific details – have been consistently described, taking into consideration interrelated issues of composition, proportion, perspective, lighting, light and shade, construction, plastic, tone, matching of components, which create a completed form; the graphical schemes of the Tuscan, Doric, Ionic and Corinthian capitals have been elaborated; the main features of modeling forms have been established.
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